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S E C U R I T I E S O F F E R I N G S

Growth Equity: Anatomy of Structured Capital Securities

BY MATT STEWART

G rowth equity (or growth capital) resides on the
continuum of private equity investing at the inter-
section of venture capital (VC) and control buy-

outs. Growth capital is designed to facilitate the target
company’s accelerated growth through expanding op-

erations, entering new markets, or consummating stra-
tegic acquisitions.

In addition to borrowing protective provisions (op-
erational control) from debt financings and ‘‘club’’ buy-
outs by private equity (PE) sponsors, growth equity in-
vestors often employ preferred equity securities that are
common in VC financings and preferred investment in
public equity (PIPE) transactions. While we will forego
analyzing protective provisions here, this article pro-
vides a high-level overview of the key features of pre-
ferred equity securities often issued in connection with
growth equity investments.

The Baseline
By way of introduction, an institutional investor tak-

ing an equity stake in a private company – whether a
venture capital firm investing in a start-up or a private
equity firm in a control buyout – often does so by ac-
quiring preferred stock or other preferred equity inter-
ests. Relative to common stock, this equity interest has
preferential rights to dividends and/or in connection
with a ‘‘liquidation event’’, such as a sale of the com-
pany to a third party or an IPO.

Early-stage VC investments are typically made using
a convertible preferred security. This security typically
has no dividend preference. However, in a liquidation
event, it is entitled to receive the greater of (x) the origi-
nal issue price or (y) its as-converted-to-common value.
By way of example, let’s assume the VC firm invests $5
million at a pre-money valuation of $20 million and the
issuing company is later acquired for $50 million. The
investment profile and liquidation waterfall can be illus-
trated as set out in Table 1.
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Table 1

By contrast, PE-sponsored control buyouts are often
made using a participating preferred security, either
through a straight participating preferred security, or
by way of the investor buying a ‘‘preferred/common
strip’’. The straight participating preferred is discussed
below. In the case of a preferred/common strip, the pre-
ferred security in the strip entitles the holder – in this
case the PE sponsor – to a return of its invested capital
and, in many cases, a preferred return (the ‘‘hurdle’’)
on its invested capital. In this way the security is very
similar to senior debt. The ‘‘hurdle rate’’ in this struc-
ture is often in the 6-8% range, although market factors
can influence the hurdle rate significantly. Once the
hurdle rate is paid and the invested capital is returned,
remaining distributable proceeds are paid in accor-
dance with the common equity ownership of the com-
pany (including in respect of the common security in
the strip).

By way of example, let’s assume the PE firm invests
$100 million at a 6% hurdle rate to acquire 100% of the
target company’s stock, implements a 10% equity in-
centive plan that is fully granted, and sells the company
four years after initial investment in a transaction gen-
erating $300 million in distributable proceeds. The in-
vestment profile and liquidation waterfall can be de-
picted as follows:

Table 2

With that as the baseline, we now turn to growth eq-
uity investments. Being the VC/PE hybrid that they are,

these investments naturally ‘‘borrow a little from col-
umn A and a little from column B’’ in structuring a se-
curity that seeks to align the investment thesis of the
growth equity investor with the market-driven cost of
capital requirements of the issuing companies. The
anatomy of that endeavor is summarized below.

Structured Capital
As noted above, growth equity investments are often

made in either convertible preferred stock (essentially
the same as that used in early-stage VC investments,
but with a twist!) or participating preferred stock (es-
sentially the same as that used in PE-sponsored control
buyouts). In either case, the growth equity investor and
the issuing company should consider carefully two key
variables and two key assumptions in deciding which
security to use in a particular case.

Key Variables The first key variable – usually appli-
cable only to convertible preferred stock – is whether
the security carries a dividend preference (hurdle rate)
and, if so, the preferential dividend rate. While pre-
ferred dividend rates for growth equity investments
vary significantly based on the investment profile and
market dynamics, it is common to see dividend rates in
the 10-15% range. By contrasting this with a hurdle rate
in a PE-sponsored control buyout (often in the 6-8%
range), we see another example of how investors put a
numeric value on perceived risk and control – or lack
thereof.

The second key variable – applicable in both convert-
ible and participating preferred stock – is the pre-
money valuation at which the investment is made. Be-
cause of the ‘‘double-dip’’ nature of participating pre-
ferred stock (discussed in greater detail below), growth
equity investors often agree to a higher pre-money valu-
ation in an investment made through participating pre-
ferred stock, resulting in the growth equity investor
holding a lower fully-diluted ownership percentage in
the issuing company.

Key Assumptions The first key assumption is related
to liquidation event timing – that is, when management
and the existing shareholders expect a liquidation event
to occur. Based on the accruing nature of the dividend
preference, the longer the period between the original
investment and the liquidation event, the greater the
erosion to proceeds distributable to junior security
holders (unless, of course, the value of the issuing com-
pany is growing at a rate greater than the dividend
rate).

The second key assumption is related to liquidation
event valuation – that is, whether management expects
the liquidation event to occur at a significantly higher
valuation than the valuation at which the growth equity
investment was made. With the caveat that outcomes
are heavily dependent on (among other things) divi-
dend rate, time elapsed between the original investment
and the liquidation event, and valuation applied to the
original investment, in most cases, common sharehold-
ers are treated more favorably in down valuations when
the preferred stock is issued as a participating preferred
security; the same is often true in liquidation events
where the valuation is at least 4x the valuation at which
the original investment was made. Conversely, in liqui-
dation events where the valuation is between 1x and 4x
the valuation at which the original investment was
made, common shareholders are often treated more fa-

Investment Profile

Original Issue Price [A] $5,000,000

Pre-Money Valuation [B] $20,000,000

Post-Money Valuation [C = A + B] $25,000,000

Fully-Diluted Ownership Percentage [D = A / C] 20.0%

_____________

Liquidation Waterfall ($50 million distributable proceeds)

Original Issue Price [A] $5,000,000

As-Converted-To-Common Value [B = $50 million x 20%] $10,000,000

Amount Distributed to Preferred Stockholders [C = Greater of A and B] $10,000,000

Amount Distributed to Common Stockholders [D = $50 million – C] $40,000,000

Total Proceeds Distributed to Stockholders [C + D] $50,000,000

Investment Profile

Original Issue Price [A] $100,000,000

Equity Value [B] $100,000,000

Fully-Diluted Ownership Percentage in Equity Incentive Plan [C] 10.0%

PE Sponsor’s Fully-Diluted Ownership Percentage [D = 100% – C] 90.0%

_____________

Liquidation Waterfall ($300 million distributable proceeds)

Preferred Return on Invested Capital (simple interest) [A] $26,250,000

Preferred Return of Invested Capital [B] $100,000,000

Total Preferred Distributions [C = A + B] $126,250,000

Proceeds Remaining for Distribution [D = $300 million – C] $173,750,000

Residual Distribution to PE Sponsor [E = D x 90%] $156,375,000

Residual Distribution to Equity Incentive Holders [F = D * 10%] $17,375,000

Total Proceeds Distributed to Stockholders [C + E + F] $300,000,000
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vorably when the preferred stock is issued as a convert-
ible preferred security.

Some examples . . .
The Spaghetti Effect, or Testing Management’s Business

Case . . .
Now that we have a firm grasp on the key variables

and key assumptions, here are two hypothetical invest-
ment profiles, each tested against the same hypothetical
liquidation event. Let’s assume your two favorite
growth equity investors send term sheets – one for the
convertible preferred security outlined below, and the
other for the participating preferred security outlined in
Table 3 below.

Table 3

The key question of course is which security do you
choose, and why? As depicted in the graph below (and
based on the assumptions indicated above and in the
Excel model illustrated below), if you expect the liqui-
dation event to occur at exactly five years following the
initial investment at a valuation of less than 1x or more
than 4x the post-money valuation implied by the initial
investment, junior equity holders (typically including
management) are likely better off financially with the
growth equity investor holding participating preferred.
Conversely, if you expect the liquidation event to occur
in that same time frame at a valuation in the range of
approximately 1-4x the post-money valuation implied
by the initial investment, junior equity holders likely are
better off financially with the growth equity investor
holding convertible preferred. In the middle cases, the
inflection points ambulate based on our key variables
and assumptions – pre-money valuation, dividend rate
(if any), liquidation event timing, liquidation event valu-
ation, etc.

Perhaps more fun for those of you scoring at home,
included below is a simple Excel model for use in ana-
lyzing expected outcomes based on where you come
out on the key assumptions and variables.

Key Takeaways
Growth equity investing is not as well-known as tra-

ditional venture capital or control buyout investing.
However, when properly sourced, diligenced, negoti-
ated, and executed, growth capital can represent a
lower risk-adjusted cost of capital for the investor when
compared with traditional private equity investments.
Similarly, by attracting cost-effective capital and a so-
phisticated and seasoned (but not controlling) partner,
growth capital often represents an attractive financing
source for companies poised to accelerate their revenue
and profitability growth.

This article represents only a high-level overview of
certain characteristics of growth equity transactions. As
is always the case in private equity investing or in con-
sidering partnering with a private equity investor, it is
important to engage legal, tax and other appropriate
advisors early in the process. Engaging the proper advi-
sors – and working collaboratively throughout the pro-
cess – significantly increases the likelihood of a suc-
cessful outcome.

*****
Material in this work is for general educational pur-

poses only, and should not be construed as legal advice
or legal opinion on any specific facts or circumstances,
and reflects personal views of the authors and not nec-
essarily those of their firm or any of its clients. For le-
gal advice, please consult your personal lawyer or
other appropriate professional. Reproduced with per-
mission from King & Spalding LLP. This work reflects
the author’s personal opinion on certain aspects of le-
gal practice at the time of writing.

Convertible Preferred Participating Preferred

Original Issue Price $50,000,000 $50,000,000

Dividend Rate 10.0% N/A

Pre-Money Valuation $150,000,000 $200,000,000

Preferred Ownership Percentage 25.0% 20.0%
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Convertible Participating

Capital Invested by Preferred Stockholder: 50,000,000$ 50,000,000$
Pre-Money Value Multiple on Capital Invested 3.00 4.00
Pre-Money Valuation: 150,000,000$ 200,000,000$
Post-Money Valuation: 200,000,000$ 250,000,000$
Preferred Ownership Percentage: 25.0% 20.0%
Dividend Rate: 10.0% 0.0%
Years Until Liquidation Event: 5.0 5.0
Gross Liquidation Proceeds: 500,000,000$ 500,000,000$
Multiple on Post-Money Valuation: 2.5 2.0$
Proceeds Distributed to Preferred Stockholder: 125,000,000$ 140,000,000$
Proceeds Distributed to Common Stockholders: 375,000,000$ 360,000,000$
Percentage of Proceeds to Common Stockholders: 75.0% 72.0%
Cash-on-Cash Return to Preferred Investor: 2.5 2.8

Security Creating Greater Common Stockholder Proceeds: Convertible

Type of Security
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